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GRAYS HARBOR - AN EXAMPLE OF REGIONAL PLANNING

TO IMPLEMENT COASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

Grant Dehart*

I welcome this opportunity to contribute to a discussion of regional
planning for Coastal Zone Management. In my view, regional planning has
an important place in the implementation of state coastal management
programs. It can also help accomplish some emerging national objectives
of the Federal program if it leads to more than paper plans --or more
planning, unlike so many regional planning efforts of the past. Effective
regional planning should lead to coordinated and simplified government
decision-making to assure proper and expedited management of coastal
resources. If it does this, regional planning can help assure that the
environmental protections put in place over the past decade will remain
in place.

I was asked to speak on the Grays Harbor experience, because I was
involved in funding the initial planning as Pacific Regional Manager for
the Office of Coastal Zone Management. I prepared a case study of the
process as Evaluation Officer and I wrote an article on it for the
March issue of The Coastal Society Bulletin. This work, and articles
by Marc Hershman, David Ortman, Pat Dugan and others, has brought
increasing attention to the national implications of the Grays Harbor
approach. I won't repeat the background of the Grays Harbor planning,
because it has been covered by Marc, Nan Evans, and The Bulletin.

I would like to contribute three things to the continuing dialogue
on the Grays Harbor experience:

° First, an explanation of why the process is Important nationally;

° Second, corrections to some misunderstandings of OCZM's role in -
and attitudes toward - the draft estuary management plan, and

0 Third, some lessons learned so far that might guide future
planning of this kind.

WHY IS THE GRAYS HARBOR PLANNING NATIONALLY SIGNIFICANT?

A major reason is that it may provide long-term protection for an
estuary - and also result in quicker, more predictable permit decisions.

If the processes for reviewing applications for permits cannot be
made more expedient and predictable, I believe some of our basic environ
mental protections are threatened. The present climate for reform of
government regulations is so strong that it could seriously undermine
environmental programs enacted over the last decade. Even though the
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general public continues to support the basic goals of environmental
programs, they have lost patience with the red tape and expense associated
with the complex web of regulatory procedures that now exists. A large
segment of the public, including many state legislators and Members of
Congress, are convinced that environmental regulations are a major
cause of inflation, economic stagnation and increased taxes. They
believe that these regulations stand in the way of meeting other public
needs - such as energy.

One only has to reflect on changes to the Endangered Species Act,
expedited processing of crude oil pipelines authorized by Title V^ of
the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act, the Tellico Dam outcome
and the proposed authority for the Energy Mobilization Board, to
understand the present moods of Congress and their constituents. As
Senator Dale Bumpers of Arkansas was recently quoted:

"If there Isn't some diminution of the regulatory process ~
you don't have to be broke out with brilliance to see that
people are mad and are wanting some action. And you can
always depend on Congress to overreact."

I think environmental regulatory programs are especially vulnerable
to change where the discretion of the regulators 1s very broad — that
is, when they are unable to tell people what policies guide their
decisions, or when they will be able to make their decisions.

Those investing large sums of money in development do not have
unreasonable expectations of permit processes, because the effects of reg
ulations on the degree of risk and the timing of investment decisions are
critical. Investors deserve to know from government:

0 what the requirements are,

° where the requirements apply (geographically),

° what information they need to supply,

° how government makes its decisions, and

° when they will receive answers.

Communities and interested citizens also want to know these things —
and they usually want to influence the answers.

Traditionally, planning and zoning have provided these answers, but
now the concept of "performance standards" seems to have taken over the
environmental field. I suppose this is because of the fluid nature of
local plans and zoning maps in the past, and the recognition of multi-
jurisdictional interests in many development problems. The problem with
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this trend is that performance standard programs are neither prospective
nor specific enough, in many cases, to provide the kind of guidance and
predictability that most citizens and development interests seem to want.

The Grays Harbor planning process offers a way of combining the
expectations and standards of state and Federal agencies with the more
traditional planning and zoning concerns of local government Into one
specific long-range plan for the estuary. Regulatory agencies Involved
1n the planning were expected to include in the plan the performance
standards they use to review permit applications — to the extent that
these standards could be applied to planning decisions. They were
asked to take a bird's-eye view of what their standards would mean to
the estuary in the long-range future.

By having such a plan — in which the requirements for development
in the estuary are clear, specific, and unchanging; permit applications
are expected to be processed more quickly, and with generally predictable
outcomes. This is not to say that we expect permit decisions to be
guaranteed, or the review process to be pro forma as a result of the plan,
since detailed engineering and environmental data may not be available
at the planning stage of most projects, developers should not expect
approval of a plan to substitute for approval of permits requiring
more detailed Information. M s

Most developers and government agencies should be familiar with pro
ject reviews Involving two or more stages. In local communities, sub-
hl^I0" pl?"S ?re ttPl""y submitted for approval to planning and zoning
boards, or local councils, in advance of building permit applications.
Few developers would expect a local community to give final building
permit approval on the basis of this more general planning and zoning
information. Conversely, few local officials would expect to reconsider
the zoning or subdivision requirements of an approved project, when a
developer submits detailed drawings for abuilding permit. Igive this
?rSS„»? 11US![a^Wha? 5he TaSk Force is try1"9 t0 accomplish witha regional plan that is tied to permitting.

In Grays Harbor we hope that as many of the legal planning require
ments as possible can be embodied in the plan. We also hope that
responsible agencies will agree that project proposals can be approved
in planning terms, when they are consistent with these requirements —
thus allowing projects to be further developed to meet more detailed
iu95 .requ1rements of building codes and environmental regulations.
What the process hopes to avoid is "duplicative or identical deter
minations at the planning and permit levels of review."1 In other
words, we hope the Grays Harbor process will prevent situations where
«!!?..♦ u perm15uadministrators agree in principle to an estuary plan,
only to have another group of administrators in two to five years (or
in Washington) reconsider the same requirements and planning decisions
at the time projects are at the detailed design and permit stage.

1. EPA Memorandum: "The Interrelationships of the 404 Program and
coastal Zone Management Programs", July 7, 1978.
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We are neither expecting agencies to give away their control at
the front side of a development proposal, nor are we expecting them
to hold all of their decisions to the very end. All we are expecting
is that agencies make their requirements known in advance, decide on
project proposals as early in the process as information is available to
make these judgments and stick to their decisions.

We think the long-term future of this estuary, and others like it,
are better protected by a plan which every regulatory agency can agree
to and one that would take more than one level of government to change.
We also think that if these Improvements to the planning and permitting
system can be accomplished, it will relieve pressures for incremental
erosion or more drastic changes in environmental protection for natural
areas like Grays Harbor.

Another reason why Grays Harbor is important is that it may establish
precedents and clarify Federal policy regarding wetlands protection, water
dependent development on fill, and the relationships between the Coastal
Zone Management Program and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

In fact, the draft plan has already prompted detailed guidance from
both EPA and the Fish and Wildlife Service on how Section 404(b)(1) of
the Clean Water Act relates to CZM plans of this kind. These relation
ships are being defined for the first time, and the revised draft of
the Grays Harbor Plan will test these concepts in specific terms. This
guidance should provide clear and specific direction to implementing
agencies and the public - and result in Increased protection for the
Nation's wetlands.

Other aspects of the Grays Harbor process that appear to be of
interest beyond the State of Washington Include:

° The collaboration of all levels of government in preparing a
detailed plan for an estuary,

° The use of mediation techniques borrowed from the field of
labor-management relations - to arrive at concensus on the
plan, and

° The use of the NEPA process to facilitate intergovernmental
agreements on a Special Area Management Plan.

NOW, I WOULD LIKE TO CLARIFY SOME MISCONCEPTIONS OF OCZH'S ROLE IN THE
GRAYS HARBOR PROCESS - AND OUR PRESENT ATTITUDES ABOUT Tlte DRAFT PLANT

First, our office was not a member of the Grays Harbor Planning
Task Force, and we have not participated directly in either the design
of the process or any substantive proposals in the draft plan.In the
past, our role has been limited to funding the planning and conducting
periodic evaluations of the activity. Under the direction of Bob Kifer
and Ben Mieremet, we are now preparing an environmental impact statement
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outlining the options for the Federal actions that may be needed for
adoption and implementation of a final plan. As lead agency for the
EIS on the Grays Harbor Plan, OCZM has become a facilitator of inter
governmental agreements on a final plan. We expect EPA to assure that
the Plan meets the 404(b)(1) guidelines, the Fish and Wildlife Service
and the National Marine Fisheries Service to assure consistency with
the Endangered Species Act, and other participating agencies to assure
that their regulatory requirements are met. Since several people have
Incorrectly written us requesting that we not designate the Bowerman
Basin as a dredge spoil disposal site, it is necessary to correct this
erroneous concept of our role.

OCZM has not endorsed the proposals of the Draft Grays Harbor
Estuary Management Plan.

We have not taken a position with regard to the proposed fill
behind Bowerman Field or any other substantive part of the plan. We
will do what we can within the limits of funding and our NEPA and
program evaluation responsibilities, to encourage a resolution of the
outstanding difficulties; but it Is not our role to dictate how these
issues should be resolved. We are not intending to influence sub
stantive land and water use policies of the plan - beyond assuring
that such a plan will meet the general policies and procedures of the
CZMA. Final judgment on the process and the final plan will primarily
be based on how it effects the continued approvability of the
Washington Program. This judgment cannot be made until the NEPA
process is completed. However, it Is fair to say that we endorse the
concepts of "ecosystem planning" and "balance" between development and
conservation and this probably means that trade-offs will be necessary.

Also, OCZM has not attempted to "undermine" or weaken the 404(b)(1)
guidelines.

Our office has participated in discussions with EPA, the Fish and
Wildlife Service, the National Marine Fisheries Service and other
agencies in order to obtain recognition for coastal zone management
planning -- where such planning meets the requirements of the Clean
Water Act. We are hoping that Grays Harbor and similar efforts can
succeed in satisfying some regulatory criteria in the planning document,
so that all decisions are not left for the review of permit applications.

Last, OCZM is not proposing "Positive" or "Affirmative" Federal
consistency for Grays Harbor or for the national program.

We do not want the CZMA or plans prepared for approved State CZM
programs to be seen as a device to waive or undercut Federal permit
requirements.

A brief comment in my March 1978 Case Study on Grays Harbor raised
the question of "affirmative consistency", in response to comments from
those interviewed. This question has now served its purpose: to raise
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the concept of Federal commitments to Federally agreed upon plans —
as a guide for future permitting. The subsequent debate on the subject
of affirmative consistency makes 1t clear that even very specific plans
for special areas cannot substitute for the kind of detailed review
of proposals involving dredging and filling of wetlands called for in
the Clean Water Act.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR ABOUT THE GRAYS HARBOR PROCESS?

One thing we have not learned is how this kind of planning can be
done quickly. The GraysTTarbor planning was first funded in July 1976
and, until some difficult problems are resolved, there is no end in
sight. Most of the controversy over the Grays Harbor Plan has centered
on a draft that was completed over a year and a half ago - in January
1978. This represents a very significant investment of time for the
Task Force members and others involved, which we hope can be reclaimed
through expeditious processing of permits. It remains to be seen whether
a final plan will ever be approved, or whether it will actually speed
up the permit process. We think the process can and should be faster,
although we recognize it is being held up primarily because it is
establishing new precedents.

This point illustrates a second lesson: That proposals for
substantial dredging and filling of wetlands wTTT~take a long time to
be decided on.

It should be clear that Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, the
President's Executive Orders on Wetlands and administrative interpreta
tions of these requirements make it tough for anyone proposing to
fill the Nation's wetlands. The central issue In the Grays Harbor
debate at the present time is whether long-range plans can identify
suitable dredge-spoil disposal sites Involving wetland fill, in advance
of establishing project specific needs, alternatives and impacts.

A third lesson is that all parties that hold a potential veto over
the outcome of such a bargaining process, should be recognized and
involved in the negotiations!

There is no magic formula for designing a government and citizen
participation process that will be guaranteed to work. However, it
seems clear that designers of such planning programs need to recognize
that citizens and special interest groups often have legal standing and
the influence to effectively block concensus on a plan — whether or
not they are directly involved.

Fourth -- Agency representatives in similar planning and bargaining
processes should make sure they have the authority and discretion to
negotiate on behalf of their agency!

They should thoroughly know, and be able to explain, the policies
and standards that apply to their planning commitments. Where iroad
discretion to interpret general planning principles is provide<rto
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administrators, the representative needs to be sure that the interpre
tations used for negotiations are shared by those of the agency that
are expected to approve and implement the plan. This includes permit
and EIS reviewers as well as those in Washington that may get involved.

Finally - Designers of such planning efforts should explore other
processes for developing concensus on long-range plans, before selectfnq
the bargaining or environmental mediation techniques used in Grays
Harbor as a model.

Planners should assess whether the issues are well enough defined
and are ready to be mediated, whether those participating in the
bargaining process need to reach concensus or find trade-offs, and whether
the geographic area has been properly defined to resolve problems.

If there are a variety of complex issues to be resolved, or
negotiating parties are not likely to be able to reach concensus within
the law, other planning methods might be more appropriate.

In conclusion, the Office of Coastal Zone Management encourages
and supports the concepts of the Grays Harbor planning process, reserves
judgment on the plan itself, and hopes that others will strive for im
provements in the present permitting process. The Grays Harbor experience
may or may not be applicable to other areas - depending on the particular
circumstances -- but it does hold some promise for the future of Coastal
Zone Management. The value of this planning is greater predictability
and the trade-off is broad agency discretion. The more specific these
plans can become, the more predictable the outcome will be.
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND CONFLICTS IH TUB
ATCHAFALAYA RIVER BASIN AND DELTA, LOUISIANA

Johannes L. van Beck

Coastal Environments, Inc.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802
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Tho 5000 km Atchafalaya River basin has been the focal point of a
decade old controversy. A najor Dtumbling block in mandated develop
ment of a resource management plan for the area is a polarization of
Federal and state agencies and interest groups. Tho controversy
remains fueled by pieeettoal planning, implementation of single purpose
measures that arc in conflict with the executive orders on wetland

protection and floodplain management, and the failure to integrate
river basin planning with the management needs of the associated coastal
area.

Complexity of the problems within the Atchafalaya Basin derives from
conflicting pressures for flood control, navigation, oil and gas
extraction and agricultural development; the requirements for main
taining the existing, highly productive, aquatic ecosystem and contri
buting overflow hardwoodsi and the need to optimize delta growth to
offset present wetland losses. In view of the oxlsting conflicts and
continuous deterioration of the resource ba3C, there is an urgent need
for implementation of multipurpose management. Feasibility of such
management has been established through Federal legislation and demon
strated by a series of studies. These studies focus on operating
processes, their susceptibility to management for multiple resource
use, and methods of management.


